Qlik Analytics Day 2022
Date: June 16th, 2022 | Venue: Living Tomorrow, Indringingsweg 1, 1800 Vilvoorde | Time: 12.00 - 18.00 / 21.00

Timing

Session

12.00-13.00

Sandwich Lunch (Event Hall - ground floor)
Auditorium (ground floor)
Introducing element61 and the Qlik Competence Center

13.00 - 13.20
Stijn Vermeulen, Managing Director - element61

13.20 - 14.00

Showcasing the latest trends and innovations in Qlik

Richard Vanhouten, Enablement Manager Strategic Alliances - Qlik

14.00 - 14.30

Leveraging AI for Accounts Receivable Forecasting, a customer use case

Peter Depypere, Partner Data Science & Analysis - element61

Room switch

14.30-15.00

Auditorium (ground floor)

Vision Room (first floor)

Showcasing Qlik Sense Saas,
Qlik's modern cloud-based analytics solution

FIT - the Financial Insights Template
that jumpstarts your Finance reporting

With a cloud-first approach, Qlik Sense SaaS utilizes the concept of zero-downtime
deployments and allows focusing on solving business problems
rather than administering your environment.
With this key component of the Qlik Active Intelligence Platform you can build automatic
workflows, create and distribute reports or deliver an analytics snapshot via Slack or
Microsoft Teams. All through a state-of-the-art, no-code interface.

15.30-16.00

We provide a one-time, out-of-the-box setup after which you are ready to go. Automated
data flows from now on provide you with all required financial insights. And this for multicompany, multi-language, multi-ledger structures and no matter which accounting source
system you use, including Exact, Exact Online and Dynamics BC.

Furthermore, you can receive up-to-the-minute data-driven alerts and use a lightweight
solution to push your on-premises data to the cloud.

In this session, we will walk you through our standard financial reporting dashboards of the
FIT solution, including balance sheet, P&L, financial ratios, credit management, cash flow
monitoring, budget & forecasting and intercompany consolidation.

Reinout Lesage, Qlik Analytics Architect - element61
Petya Atanasova, Qlik Analytics Architect - element61

Sander Cornette, Qlik Analytics Architect - element61

Coffee Break (Event Hall - ground floor)

15.00 - 15.30
Room switch

Creating the same financial reports in Excel every month? These days are over with the FIT
(Financial Insights Template) for Qlik Sense from element61.

Auditorium (ground floor)

Vision Room (first floor)

How can Qlik Sense enable Self-Service BI ?

Introducing Komment, the write-back extension for Qlik Sense

An ideal introduction session for people new to Qlik (Sense) and an excellent freshening up
in terms of the unique USPs of Qlik. We'll explain concepts like self-service BI and the
Associative Engine, and how to benefit from those in your organization using Qlik Sense.
We give you more insights in Saas, Data lineage and Insights Advisor.
Furthermore, we'll show you how to govern your datasets and
hold grip on these beautiful self-service dashboards.

Thomas Peeters, Qlik Analytics Architect - element61
Radostina Abadzhimarinova, Senior Qlik Analytics Architect - element61

Komment - certified by Qlik’s Trusted Extension Developer Program - is a write-back
extension for Qlik Sense. It allows Qlik Sense users to add and edit data directly within their
dashboards. A great extension to enable what-if analysis or add comments to your
numbers.
Data updates are done in real time in the data-model, perfectly supporting concurrent
sessions for multiple users. The built-in audit trail keeps track of all changes, giving a clear
overview of who added, deleted, or changed data.
Use case demonstrations: Do your sales budgeting in Qlik, Data categorization directly in
your app, Do project management Kanban style, Monthly task tracking, Send custom mails
using Komment and Qlik app automation
Daniel Andersen, Director Products & Extensions - Komment / Extend BI

Room switch

Auditorium (ground floor)
5 things you didn't know about Qlik Sense (yet)

16.00 - 16.30

In this session we bring you some undervalued features within Qlik Sense which we believe you might not know (yet)!
The session contains a mix of recently introduced features by Qlik and stuff we only recently discovered ourselves ;-).
Want to be impressed by what Qlik Sense can do, and take home some useful tips & tricks which you can implement at your own organization?
Then this session is for you!

Thibault Verduyn, Qlik Analytics Architect - element61

Customer Testimonial:
How APOK and VMZINC modernized its reporting platform with Qlik Sense
16.30 - 17.00

Fedrus International (APOK and VMZINC) is a Belgium-based, international building materials group, active in the production and distribution of roof & façade materials. Wannes Ballieu,
Program Manager Reporting at Fedrus International, will share how the reporting team leveraged the possibilities and features of Qlik Sense during their QlikView to Qlik Sense
migration.

Wannes Ballieu, Program Manager Reporting – Fedrus International

17.00 - 18.00

Networking Reception in the Event Hall (ground floor)

Follow us on Linkedin to stay informed about Events & Insights
https://www.linkedin.com/company/element61

(OPTIONAL) EVENING PROGRAM - All Qlik Enthousiasts Welcome!
Qlik Networking Diner - The Bistronomy (ground floor)

18.00 - 21.00

After the successful evening event of the Qlik Analytics Day 2021, we again welcome our event participants to an optional Qlik networking dinner taking place at “the Bistronomy”.
The restaurant - located on the ground floor of Living Tomorrow - hosts top chef Marc Clement, an ambassador for Mastercooks Belgium,
and renowned for his creative combinations of honest food, craftsmanship and quality.
The Bistronomy, Living Tommorrow, Indringersweg 1, Vilvoorde - https://thebistronomy.com

